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THE BG NEWS 
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 28 & THURSDAY. MARCH 29,2012 
A TANGLED WEB 
The campus 
community 
addressed the 
government's ability 
to seize websites 
for suspected illegal 
<*♦ activity. See LOCAL on PAGE 3. jfWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Student groups 
coordinate campus 
abortion debate 
By Bryan Warrlck 
Reporter 
There are many hot but- 
ton topics making the head- 
lines today. While some argue 
about the economy or the war 
in Afghanistan, one topic that 
divides many Americans is the 
discussion of abortion. 
It is this emotional and strong 
divide that led students to host 
a structured and respectful 
abortion debate this Thursday, 
said Peter Range, lead campus 
minister for St. Thomas More 
University Parish. 
"When you look at the issue of 
abortion, you have two different 
ways to approach it from," Range 
said. "People feel very strongly 
on both sides and believe the 
other side to be misguided. This 
can lead to high emotions when 
talking about it." 
The debate was organized by 
Veritas, the Christian Catholic 
Student Life Group that normal- 
ly hosts similar events, but its 
members realized that a debate 
featuring speakers for the other 
side as well would be more 
constructive, said Eric Bower, 
WANT TO GO? 
■ What Abortion Debate 
■ Where 101 Olscamp 
■ When: 7 p.m. Thursday 
■ Speakers: Scott Klusendor and 
James Croft 
■ Hosts: Veritas and Bowling 
Green Secular Society 
president of the Bowling Green 
Secular Society that is now co- 
hosting the event. 
"We thought it would be 
an excellent opportunity 
for discussion," Bower said. 
"Hopefully the atmosphere will 
lead to a uniting of the com- 
munity over the idea of healthy 
debate and talking." 
The focus of the debate will 
be two professional speakers, 
one brought in by each group, 
who will discuss and answer 
questions about abortion, 
according to a press release 
emailed by Veritas. 
The speaker for the abortion 
rights arguments will be lames 
See DEBATE | Page 2 
Student city council member 
seeks to ban texting while driving 
New proposal improves on city's failed 2009 attempt 
By Tyler Buchanan 
Reporter 
Daniel Gordon is wasting no 
time in dispelling criticisms 
regarding a University stu- 
dent's effectiveness in city 
council. 
lust a few months into 
his two-year term repre- 
senting the city's 1st Ward, 
the senior political science 
major is taking on the issue 
of texting while driving in 
what he calls his "first sub- 
stantive legislation." 
Several constituents had 
voiced their concerns regard- 
ing the dangers of texting dis- 
tractions, prompting Gordon 
to develop a survey to gauge 
further public opinion. With 
an online and hard copy of 
the poll being circulated to 
hundreds of city citizens, 
Gordon said nearly 80 per- 
cent support a ban on texting 
behind the wheel. 
If passed, the city would join 
dozens of other cities with 
similar legislation, including 
Columbus, Cincinnati and 
Toledo. While 35 states cur- 
rently outlaw texting while 
driving, Ohio holds no state 
law prohibiting it, according 
to the Governors Highway 
Safety Association. 
A previous attempt at 
restricting cell phone usage in 
vehicles failed in 2009, when 
a bill introduced by council 
member Bob McOmber was 
TEXTING AND 
DRIVING STATISTICS 
■ 28 percent of all traffic 
crashes involve drivers 
using cell phones 
■ 200,000 crashes a year 
are attributed to texting 
while driving 
■ 35 states ban text 
messaging for all drivers 
■ Ohio has no law banning 
texting while driving 
Sources - National Safety Council and the 
Governors Highway Safety Association 
shot down by voters, Gordon 
said. This time the proposal 
would be voted on by just the 
seven city council members. 
Gordon, a member of the 
Community Improvement 
Committee and chairman of 
the Transportation and Safety 
Committee, maintained that 
public feedback would be 
critical to the legislative pro- 
cess, despite no citywide vote. 
Along with the preemptive 
survey, constituents would 
have the opportunity to voice 
support or dissent of the bill 
at subsequent city council 
meetings, he said. 
Despite the preliminary 
support, the proposed ban 
already has its share of critics. 
See TEXTING I l2 
Apparel for 
wareness 
Student-created business NiceShirt.org collects money for select causes 
.WHAT NICE SHIRT DO ■ YOU WANT TO SEE? 
Tweet @The_BG_News with the 
hashtags #bgsu and #niceshirt 
to let us know! 
By Tasnaam Almuhanna 
Reporter 
Tor Skyler Rogers, helping others and making an 
impact has been a lifelong passion. 
When he was a junior in high school, 
Rogers collected money for charity using 
gum ball machines. 
Today, Rogers has taken his cause to the 
next level. 
Along with senior David Cullen and gradu- 
ate student Wes Parsell, Rogers recently created 
NiceShirt. a company that donates money to 
a particular cause or organization by selling 
apparel inspired by that cause. 
In summer 2011, Rogers was involved in the 
l'EDx conference at the University. Rogers met a 
few students at the conference a nd after working 
well together, they realized they all had an inter- 
est in social entrepreneurship. 
Using a business framework in order to make 
the world a better place, they began to talk about 
starting a business. 
"A normal company operates on making as 
much money as possible ... maximizing prof- 
its and shareholder value," Rogers said. "Social 
entrepreneurship focuses on how much good is 
done to the world." 
In January 2012, Rogers and his two business 
partners created the company, which sells lim- 
ited edition T-shirts and hoodies online. 
The focus of NiceShirt is finding a nonprofit 
organization, studying its cause and creating 
a campaign for it, he said. The apparel is then 
designed to support a specific cause; with each 
item sold, $8 will be donated to that cause. 
"We realized there was a need for both non- 
profit organizations to raise money and fund- 
raisers in communities." Rogers said. "If some- 
one has been diagnosed with cancer and there 
are unexpected medical bills... they are in need 
See SHIRT | Page 8 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
Elections lor new Undergraduate Student Government members are next week from Apnl 2 to Apnl 5 Read The BG News and 
wwwignews.com for a question and answer series this week so you can make a more educated vote. 
HOW DO YOU PU\N TO INCREASE PRIDE AND SPIRIT ON CAMPUS AND HOW WILL YOU GET 
STUDENTS ON BOARD WITH YOUR IDEAS? 
U 
ALEX SOUS   DAVID NEELY 
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE   VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE 
"I think increasing pride is something 
mats gong to start with David and I. and 
we're going to need the whole USG. We 
HWltBgaTtwTlhtrgbAUlttfjcon ~ 
Fridays, Fakon Fanatics. SIC SIC - we're 
looking m»o the possibility ol an incense 
program* ] 
-Alex Sols 
• •   "Jon and I really want to use USG's talent 
to help increase pride and continue to 
make sure the campus refects that we 
hi.ipnde. through things  ke the 
TAIITHA TIMBR00K   JON ZACHRICH 
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE   VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE 
Union being orange and brown. Fakon 
Fridays and making sure the students    .«. 
get their voice heard" 
-Tabitha Timbrook 
BGNEWS.COM 
Fraternity hosts anniversary weekend 
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will 
celebrate its 70th anniversary 
this weekend. Check out our 
website Thursday for more 
details about the event 
@ 
SPORTS 
Women hit the road 
The softball team is prepared to 
face the University of Michigan 
on Wednesday in Ann Arbor, 
Mich. The team's current 
record is 15-9.1 PAGE 7 
FORUM 
Marathon revives memories 
Columnist Phillip Martin 
describes how students can 
revive their childhood by getting 
in touch with what he calk "your 
inner nerd." I PAGE 4 
What organization or cause 
deserves a "Nice Shirt?" 
Children and todders 
with terminal diseases. 
ASHLEY 
RAMOS 
Junior, 
Criminal Justice 
99 
t >■ 
2 Wednesday. Match 28 4 Thusday. March 29,2012 FROM THE FRONT PAGE WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
far     7mf^0jB      €$~h»^ 
*   BASS CULTURE DUBSTEP DRUM-BASS   * \M    w       lr    M> 
OJGeot G •.--•--     •  I  Exoii    a   " •■•■  F -: 
THURSDAY. MARCH 29 * 9PM -2:30AM 
CLAZEL ENTERTAINMENT 
127 N. Main St., Bowling Green, Ohio 
BLOTTER 
MON., 
MARCH 26 
9:25 AM. 
A Bowling Green Police Division 
officer noticed graffiti on Needle 
Hall at City Hall. 
2:02 P.M. 
An unknown person took a 
Garmin GPS. a Nikon Digital 
Camera and a book bag con- 
taining paperwork from a vehicle 
within the 800 block of Third St. 
They were valued at $150. $200 
and $20. respectively. 
3:41 P.M. 
An alleged assault victim spoke 
to a police officer about an 
assault that happened within 
the 300 block of Campbell 
Hill Road in the early morning 
hours of March 25. An unknown 
female allegedly punched. 
kicked and bit the victim. 
f\ ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom (or the 
^5 complete blotter list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual 
errors If you think an error has 
been made, call The BG News at 
419-372-6966 
TEXTING 
From Page I 
Nathan Eberly, chair- 
man cif the Libertarian 
Party of Wood County, 
said the bill would be 
unnecessary due to 
already existing driv- 
ing laws regarding dis- 
tractions. 
"There is no additional 
need for regulation and 
laws determining texting 
bans and cell phone use 
within cars,'' Eberly said. 
Enforcement could 
also raise problems, said 
Eberly, also a candidate 
for the State House of 
Representatives Third 
District. 
"One cannot really 
determine when some- 
body is texting." he said. 
"The Libertarian Party 
stands for a very simpli- 
fied code of law." 
Gordon,  however, said 
criminalization is not the 
driving force behind the 
legislation. 
"The spirit of this bill 
is not about punishment, 
it's about education and 
deterrence," he said, add- 
ing that likely punish- 
ments would be fines 
increasing with each 
violation, as is the case 
in other Ohio cities with 
such laws. 
Another concern for 
critics is the problem of 
time and resources spent 
while enforcing the bill if 
it were to pass. 
Potential implementa- 
tions of the law, such as 
subpoenaing cell phone 
texting records, would not 
cost the city council any- 
thing, Gordon said. 
While Eberly ideologi- 
cally opposes such reg- 
ulations, he approved 
Gordon's willingness to 
listen to the concerns of 
his constituents. 
"I definitely appreciate 
that process," he said. 
Regardless, the 
Libertarian Party will look 
into voicing complaints at 
committee hearings and 
beyond if the law were to 
be passed, Eberly said. 
As Gordon continues to 
gather public support for 
his proposals, he said he 
looks forward to his com- 
mittee hearings for the 
next step in the legisla- 
tive process. 
"It's not about freedom, 
it's about safety," he said. 
City Administrator 
)ohn Fawcett could not be 
reached for comment. 
WANT TO VOICE 
YOUR OPINION ON 
THIS PROPOSAL? 
An online version of Gordons 
survey can be found at 
www.surveymonkey.eom/s/5jlxjrq. 
i«3«^» 
FRIDAY NIGHTS 
}     10 PM til 2:30 AM 
?I«04 BOOMER & 
s,       DJ MANNY 
'   18 & Up* 21 & over FREE 
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel 
DEBATE 
From Page 1 
Croft, a doctoral candidate 
at the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education who 
is the vice president of 
the Humanist Graduate 
Community at Harvard 
and elected Fellow of 
the Royal Society for 
the encouragement of 
Arts, Manufactures and 
Commerce. 
The speaker for the 
anti-abortion arguments 
will be Scott Klusendorf, 
the founder and presi- 
dent of the Life Training 
Institute in Atlanta, Ga. 
He is a graduate of UCLA 
who has debated or lec- 
tured to student groups 
at more than 70 colleges 
and universities around 
the nation. He is also the 
author of "The Case for 
Life: Equipping Christians 
to Engage the Culture." 
While the focus of 
the debate is to have a 
respectful   conversation. 
there is always the chance 
that it might turn heat- 
ed between students and 
other listeners in the audi- 
ence, Range said. 
"I think the problem is 
the political climate in this 
country today," he said. 
"Whether you are pro-life 
or pro-choice, the trend 
is to demonize the other 
side. We want to recog- 
nize our common human- 
ity and come together for 
an intelligent, measured 
and rational discussion on 
the issue." 
It is this need for a con- 
trolled and rational talk 
that made this debate so 
necessary, Bower said. 
"We have concerns this 
could get out of hand," 
he said. "But at the same 
time, that's why we 
decided to do it. People 
need a legitimate way to 
get their beliefs out there 
and be heard, while also 
hearing others." 
While the event will 
mainly focus on the two 
guest   speakers   debat- 
ing and rebutting, the 
students will get a good 
amount of time for ques 
tions and answers with 
the host of the event 
and the speakers them- 
selves, according to the 
press release. 
"1 think it's so impor 
tant to get as many stu 
dents there as possible so 
they can ask questions." 
Range said. "I want them 
to ask questions and not 
be afraid of getting made 
fun of or afraid of what the 
answer may be." 
The University commu 
nity is very open-minded 
and can learn a lot from 
the event without it turn- 
ing into a fight or yelling. 
Bower said. 
Debating   and   discus 
sion can even be healthy 
and constructive for both 
sides, Range said. 
"If you don't ask the 
questions and just ignore 
the issue, then you don't 
get anywhere and yon 
don't further your own 
education," he said. 
ONLINE ONLY 
Stay informed more easily with 
The BG News by following us on 
Facebook and Twitter 
jdCou'rtV 
Offering comprehensive gynecological and obstetric care 
for women of all ages. 
To schedule an appointment, call 419.352.8427 
755 HASKIN5 ROAD | BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 
I he IVpatiiiHMil \tt Romance and ( 'lavMcal Studies praontl 
Bilingual Reading Spanish-English with 
•Salvftdoi£au.\vrilci „„ .,,,,. 
Horacio CasteHartos Moya 
more inform u ■ HOK ACIOCAS1 TU.ANOS MOYA was born in 
lil Salvldor. For LWOdOCadfll he worked as ihc editor <■( 
new ■. aveneie-. BMgftZinei .it.,1 I:,-I\ IptpCTI in Mexico, 
Guatemala and his own couotQ    \t B fiction writer, he was 
er.uited residencies m  i program supported by the h'rankfuii 
International Book Pair i ?(>04-2(Hr6) and in the City of Asylum 
(Mugum in Pittsburgh (2006 -JUOKj. He has akso taught in the 
Writing Program al ihe I 'ni\crsil\ ot 1'iushurgh. In 2009. he 
was guest reseaicher al the Unlversit) of Tokyo with a 
fellowship granted b) the Japan Foundation. Currently 
he is mi Assist.mi Professor at the University of Iowa. 
He has published ten novels,five short stor> collections 
and i h.Mik of essays. ^m 
Tuesday, April 3, 2012 
at 8 PM 
Pallister Room (Jerome Libr 
His novels have been translated into ten languages; dnir ol them Senselessness 
The She-IK-» il in the Mirror. Dame with Snake* and Tyrant Memory 
su 
SUNDAY 
10:00 a.m. - 3:00p.m. 
Easter Sunday, April 8th 
at The Oaks Dining Center 
Come meet the Easter Bunny! 
BGSU€L 
DINING • © 
Eat-LearnLixa 
GREENBRIAR 
MARCH 
Miming© 
S49/PERS0N DEPOSIT! 
MANY RENT SPECIALS 
COULUMBIA COURT a HEINZ APTS 
One Month's free rent on a 91/2 month lease 
FRAZEE a FIELD MANOR APTS 
$565.00/mo. + electric (2 person rate) 
CAMPBELL HILL APTS $200.°° off 1st Mo. Rent OS 
ALL OFFERS AND SPECIAL RATES 
VALID THROUGH MARCH 31, 2012 
SOME RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717       445 E. W00STER GHEENBRIARRENTALS.COM 
210 Enterprise        $1400.00 
127 E. Merry St.     $700.00 
315 S. Main $550.00 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
* Houses 
* Close to campus 
* 
LOCAL 
Wednesday. March 28 8 Thursday. March 29,2012 3 
Website policy 
stirs controversy 
Government shuts down sites believed to 
harbor illegal activity, raises due process questions 
DAMAGED INNOCENCE 
ByS.thW.Ur 
Reporter 
The days of a free Internet may 
soon be gone as the United 
States attempts to regulate it. 
Any web domain name with 
endings like ".net" or ".com" is 
now subject to seizure by the 
federal government. 
This means if a website is 
doing something the govern- 
ment deems wrong or illegal, 
its profits will be seized and it 
will be shut down and replaced 
with a notice of seizure by the 
federal government, accord- 
ing to a statement by the gov- 
ernment's Operation In Our 
Sites. This operation, from the 
National Intellectual Property 
Rights Coordination Center, is 
intended to protect intellec- 
tual property rights. 
No matter which coun- 
try the website is based in, 
it can be shut down. This is 
because Verisign, a U.S. com- 
pany, manages these domain 
names, according to the web- 
site Wired. 
This is the reason some 
websites like ThePirateBay 
have changed their domain 
names to ".se" to indicate their 
servers are located in Sweden 
and exempt from U.S. juris- 
diction, according to The New 
York Times. 
Although shutting down 
websites such as this may not 
look like due process, there 
is more that happens behind 
the scenes, said Victoria 
Ekstrand, an associate pro- 
fessor in the Department 
of Journalism and Public 
Relations who teaches media 
law and ethics classes. 
The PIPA and SOPA bills 
sought to get rid of this due 
process, she said. In order to 
shut down a website, authori- 
ties must have permission 
from the courts to do so. 
Ekstrand said although it's 
hard to argue for sites that 
promote illegal activity, she 
doesn't think dismantling the 
site is the best first step. 
"It appears to be an easy 
solution, but that doesn't 
mean it's the right solution," 
Ekstrand said. 
One example is the 
shutdown of the website 
Megaupload months ago. 
Although Megaupload har- 
bored illegal activity, many 
people stored files for their 
jobs and school on the site, 
according to the website 
TorrentFreak. This became 
a big issue when those files 
were lost forever because of 
the shutdown. 
The government should 
return what was legitimate 
material, Ekstrand said. Even 
then, it would still feel like 
censorship because the gov- 
ernment would be looking 
through the files and deter- 
mining which should be sent 
back to the public. 
Some students also disagree 
with the government's actions. 
"It's basically another defi- 
nition for censorship," sopho- 
more Kyle Bailey said. 
The issue isn't spoken about 
enough, and more people 
need to know about it, he said. 
Other students, however, 
think it's fair for the U.S. to 
shut down websites if they 
harbor illegal activity. 
Sophomore Mitch Albright 
said if a website hosts illegal 
activity, such as a gambling 
site, it's fair to shut it down. 
If a website's activity is 
only illegal in certain areas, it 
should be shut down in those 
areas, he said. 
STEPHAN REED    IDE KNEW 
VICTORIA SCOTT, freshman, replaces crosses in Carillon Park at the 'Cemetery of the Innocent" anti-abortion exhibit sponsored by Veritas Unrversity Police responded 
when a man was reportedly seen damaging crosses in the exhibit Tuesday evening. For more information about the incident, visit BGNEWS.COM. 
POLICE PREPARE CITIZENS FOR PATROL 
AlVSSA GANNON I WE KNEW 
MARK MCDOHOUGH. coordinator of Citizens On Patrol, talks to nearly 50 volunteers - University students and BG citizens alike - during a training session Tuesday 
at the Bowling Green Police Division. CO P. provides an opportunity for those in the community to patrol city neighborhoods to report and possibly curb criminal activity. 
Patrols will start April 15 from 11 pm. to 5 am. during which the volunteers will be given two-way radios in order to report any suspicious activity directly to the police. 
For more 
photos look 
online at 
BGNEWS.COM 
BOWLING     GREEN     STATE     UNIVERSITY 
1. SELECT > student cantor 
2. SELECT > enroll 
3. SELECT > add 
Questions? 
Call the 
Registration Hotline: 
419-372-4444 
8 a.m. to S p.m. 
Monday-Friday 
Scan the OR code now to get 
your FREE App today! 
Office of Registration and Records •    I1   ^drninistraliou lililti 
f* 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET  What cause or organization deserves a "NiceShirtr 
"Victory 
Junction 
Gang-, they 
help kids with 
terminal 
diseases." 
•SUudes.' 
KELLY MCANMEWS 
■ashman. 
Self defense laws are 
too vague, unclear 
Trayvon Martin, 17, was shot 
while walking unarmed 
on the sidewalk of a gated 
communily that his father's 
girlfriend lived in. He had 
walked to the store from his 
fathers girlfriend's house to 
get a bottle of iced tea and a 
bag of Skittles. 
The man who shot him, 
neighborhood watch volun- 
teer George Zimmerman, 
has not been arrested for 
Martin's death even though 
he called 911 about Martin 
and was told by the operator 
to stop following Martin and 
leave him alone. 
Zimmerman has not been 
arrested — and it has been 
said that even if he were to be 
arrested, he would probably 
not be convicted for murder 
— because Florida is one of 
24 states with a "stand-your- 
ground"' law. 
Under these laws, people 
are permitted to "use deadly 
force in self-defense when 
there is reasonable belief of 
a threat, without an obliga- 
tion to retreat first." But this 
definition is a vague one at 
best, and leaves us to wonder 
"What constitutes a reason- 
able belief of a threat?" 
The thing about a threat 
is that we all have different 
qualifications in our heads 
for what is threatening. If 
someone is afraid of clowns, 
then seeing a clown may 
provide a very real (although 
non-existent) threat that is 
exclusive to that person. 
So should that coulropho- 
bic (yes, that is the actual 
term used to describe a fear 
of clowns) person not be 
held accountable for their 
actions if they choose to 
shoot that clown? Because 
of a perceived — not an 
actual — threat? 
Of course, they should be 
held accountable. To shoot 
and kill someone in cold 
blood just because of a per- 
ceived threat based on ste- 
reotypes and ignorance is 
ridiculous and unacceptable 
by the whole of society. 
That, at least, was what I 
thought before hearing and 
reading about the Trayvon 
Martin case. 
But it seems to be exactly 
what happened to Martin. 
1 le was murdered for walking 
in a mostly white neighbor- 
hood after dark while being a 
young black male. 
And now that the boy is 
gone and cannot defend him- 
self, Zimmerman supporters 
and defenders are trying to 
ruin his reputation to justify 
an unjustifiable homicide. 
The story that broke 
Monday was that, at the time 
THACKER 
■Make A Wish 
Foundation" 
The Bill and 
Metinda Gates 
Foundation." 
SIDNEY PAKKHIU 
Junior, 
VrajalCommi 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Male perspective on 
contraceptives is skewed 
As a man and as a student, 
I was offended by the article 
"Fluke statements raise enti- 
tlement concerns." 
It matters little if the author 
thinks that ovarian cysts are 
rare (they're not); the point 
I'm trying to make is that this 
goes beyond men. 
It scares me that so few 
people realize how outra- 
geous it is for men to be so up 
in arms about whether or not 
a woman uses birth control. 
The author's argument is 
that he shouldn't have to pay 
for what he labeled "entitle- 
ments" for females. 
I'm rather confused 
because he is not paying for 
free or discounted birth con- 
trol, the taxpayers are. 
Although he is a taxpayer, I 
think it is asinine and insult- 
ing to misrepresent the nature 
of the argument by insinuat- 
ing that he personally is pay- 
ing for birth control for people 
he doesn't know. 
If he is offended by the 
idea of having birth con- 
trol provided under a man- 
date or otherwise, that is his 
right, but there will always 
be something our taxes go to 
that we don't support. 
I'd like to think I'll get a 
check in the mail from the 
government saying, "Sorry we 
used your money to murder 
civilians with careless drone 
strikes, here you go," but it's 
not going to happen. 
To the author, you are not a 
woman. Let it go. 
—Ian Zulick 
izulick@bgsu.edu 
PARTY AT MY PLACE 
DofcM eooM MAXIMUM accuPAMcy: 
OPTIONAL 
TAYIOBWILMS | MBGNtWS 
Campus convention brings childhood revival 
ft" M jtM PHILLIP MARTIN 
COLUMNIST 
Animarathon happened 
Saturday, and it means three 
things to me: 
You can revive your child- 
hood, embrace your "inner 
nerd" with your friends and 
expose yourself to things you 
may come to like. 
Let's start with childhood 
revival. 
Many of us grew up play- 
ing Mario or Super Sonic on 
old-school game systems, and 
some of us read anime like it 
was I larry Potter at home. 
I was not one of those 
children, so when I visited 
Animarathon last year as 
a freshman, 1 felt very out of 
place. But I thought it was 
so cool how people went out 
of their way to dress up and 
become the characters they 
grew up with. 
I have a lot of respect for the 
fans who don't care how they 
look for an entire day. I feel joy 
and happiness for their spiri- 
tual revival 
This year, a few distant 
colleagues from church 
dressed up as the Teen 
Titans. For those of you who 
don't know, the Titans are a 
DC comic. Cartoon Network 
and the WB also ran an ani- 
mated series from 2003 to 
2006, which my sister and I 
are more familiar with (My 
favorite Titan is Raven). 
I was looking forward to 
joining them because it would 
be my first true Animarathon 
experience, but I could not for 
a few "personal" reasons. I feel 
bad for letting them down, but 
1 know they had lots of fun. 
Let's talk about embracing 
the "inner nerd." shall we? 
I asked a question to one 
of my colleagues' boyfriends 
about the Titan named 
Starfire. I wanted to know the 
term for the orbs of energy she 
throws in battle. 
He told me information I 
didn't know from the comics 
and then called himself a nerd. 
I chuckled and told him I 
believe we all have a little nerd 
or geek in us. and that it's good 
to embrace it when we can. 
I told him about my uncle 
who basically owns a small 
library of anime and games at 
his home. 
When I think of nerd or 
geek. I have a positive connota- 
tion—we can be so engrossed 
in something that brings joy 
to us. 
I'm sort of a nerd with 
my weird taste in music. 
I like mostly smooth jazz 
and Motown, and I also like 
Michelle Branch and a Little bit 
of country. 
My ringtone is "Let's Get 
Started" — my favorite upbeat 
tune by jazz pianist Brian 
Culbertson. I'm planning on 
buying my favorite albums of 
his, which are "It's On Tonight" 
and "Come On Up." 
I become upset when people 
I know tell me they've been to 
a jazz event, and I didn't know 
about it or wasn't invited. 
I wish I could be like fans 
of rock music and go visit a 
Michelle Branch concert. 
I wish I could own Stevie 
Wonder shirts or go back 
in time and see Smokey 
Robinson and The Miracles on 
"The Ed Sullivan Show." 
I'm just weird that way. 
Guys can be nerdy about 
everything in the sports world. 
Likewise, girls can know 
everything about Pretty Little 
Liars and Twilight. 
Finally, Animarathon 
symbolizes the overall expo- 
sure I've experienced at the 
University. 
The only characters I've rec- 
ognized are from Star Trek or 
Star Wars, but there's others I 
never knew existed 
See MARTIN | PageS 
Poetry competition 
inspires empathy 
"Poet breathe now." 
This is the call Adam 
Gottlieb makes as he takes 
a stand on a Chicago stage 
encouraging a sea of his fel- 
low poets. 
This past Friday, "Louder 
Than a Bomb" was screened 
in the Union, open- 
ing the Urban Education 
Conference. "Louder Than 
a Bomb" is a Siskel/Iacobs 
Production that documents 
the annual poetry slam of 
the same name. 
The competition takes 
place in Chicago and is for 
high school poetry teams. 
The film follows some of the 
leading poets in the 2008 
competition through their 
preparation and participa- 
tion in the event. 
Seeing these students 
pour their lives and hearts 
into their performed poetry 
was breathtaking. 
All of these students 
worked hard preparing 
their teams for the competi- 
tion and came to cheer on 
each other, on as a diverse 
group of young poets. 
Their poems are art, sto- 
ries and always the encour- 
agement to breathe, to live. 
When each poet steps 
onto the stage, he or she 
becomes the incarnation of 
thoughts and feelings often 
held only in the mind. For 
Nova Venerable, it was the 
SeeMEDEL|Page5 
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From Page 4 
experience of caring for her 
brother Tony, who lives with 
the challenges of autism, 
diabetes and seizures. It is 
not merely her reflection on 
their relationship but the 
thoughts and emotions of 
her ongoing experience. 
Numerous poems may be 
found online that similarly 
allow the viewer to share the 
experiences of the speakers 
through their performanc- 
es. For the audience to be 
able to share these thoughts 
in this way not only com- 
municates the truth of expe- 
riences and awareness of 
issues but also builds com- 
munities of empathy. 
Through  the  documen- 
tary, the motto of "Louder 
Than a Bomb" was repeat- 
edly shared: "The point is 
not the point. The poetry is 
the point." 
Each poem performance 
is scored by judges because, 
after all, it is a competition. 
However, the competition 
is not the point. The point is 
the value of the poems being 
shared and the poets shar- 
ing them. 
In classes we may say the 
grades are not the point. 
The point is the learning, 
lust like in the competi- 
tion, the points and grades 
may reflect the value of the 
poems and the level of learn- 
ing that has taken place. 
Ideally, they should reflect 
this. But there is a difference 
between going into a class to 
learn and going into a class 
for a grade. 
In the class that we're in 
for a grade, minimum goes 
and retention isn't a long 
term goal. If we're in the 
class to learn, there isn't a 
question of minimum or 
grades. The questions have 
to do with the topic or skills 
being learned. 
On a larger scale, when 
looking at life as a whole, we 
may say something similar. 
The money is not the point. 
The point is the life. 
Money is important and 
we use it to support our lives. 
However, we start having 
problems when the money 
becomes the point. 
It can be easy to stress over 
support, especially when 
debts rise or when jobs are 
hard to find. 
lust as it can be easy to 
stress over grades. 
Relating back to the com- 
petition, it could be easy to 
focus on point values. But 
if we let that take over, we 
lose the value behind what 
we do. 
Seeing the documenta- 
ry "Louder Than a Bomb" 
has helped me to continue 
reflecting on my own life and 
ways I need to refocus. While 
you may not be up for watch- 
ing this great documentary 
immediately, I encourage 
you to check out some slam 
poetry on YouTube if you 
haven't already. 
In addition, I pass on 
Gottlieb's call: "Poet breathe 
Respond to Alicia at 
lhenews@bgnews.com 
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of his death, Martin had 
been suspended from high 
school because school offi- 
cials found a plastic baggie 
with traces of marijuana left 
in it in his school book bag. 
Pundits on the right have 
pointed to this fact as if it 
is some smoking gun that 
proves Martin was a juve- 
nile delinquent, even though 
the Associated Press con- 
firmed —via a public records 
request—that Martin had no 
prior juvenile police record. 
"They have killed my son," 
said Martin's mother, Sybrina 
Fulton, at a news conference 
Monday. "And now they are 
trying to kill his reputation." 
I heard Sean Hannity say- 
ing on his radio program 
Monday that this new infor- 
mation will help people to 
see that they "jumped to 
conclusions" about Martin's 
innocence too early. 
I would like to ask 1 lannity. 
"In what way?" I don't see the 
connection, personally. 
Do you mean to tell me 
that as long as this young 
man had made at least one 
mistake in his lifetime that 
justifies his murder? 
I sure hope not, because if 
that is the criteria with which 
we begin judging each other, 
then surely a lot of us will be 
killed next. 
Even if Martin was a pot- 
head of the highest caliber, 
it still does not mean that 
he in any way earned the 
punishment given to him by 
Zimmerman. 
In Zimmerman's defense, 
he has claimed Martin 
attacked him first and he 
shot him in self-defense. 
But what about Martin's 
right to stand his ground? 
Zimmerman had been 
following Martin for quite 
a while before approach- 
ing him. 
Isn't it plausible to think 
that Martin noticed that 
he was being followed — 
remember Zimmerman was 
a neighborhood watch mem- 
ber in plain clothes — and 
felt legitimately threatened 
by it? 
Vaguely written laws like 
the "stand-your-ground" law 
are inexcusable and ulti- 
mately cause more questions 
than they answer. 
Laws like that are written 
expressly to be too vague, in 
my opinion, to allow for the 
defense of otherwise inde- 
fensible crimes. 
In that way, Florida's 
"stand-your-ground" law 
worked just as it was intend- 
ed to. 
But I am reminded of 
Dr. Martin Luther King Ir„ 
who quoted St. Augustine 
in his famous "Letter from 
a Birmingham Jail," say- 
ing "I would agree with St. 
Augustine that an unjust law 
is no law at all.'" 
So would I, Dr. King, so 
would I. 
Respond to Matthew at 
theneivs@bgnews.com 
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I've been exposed to other 
great things here. 
I've tried to play Euchre, 
but I'm terrible, and I always 
thought it was spelled with a 
"Y" until this year. 
Last year, I watched Jersey 
Shore for the first time, and 
I now know who Snooki 
is. She and the other girls 
abuse hairspray! 
I still have to watch "Super 
Senti" episodes my classmate 
told me were on YouTube. 
VILLAGE 
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MUST SHOW COUPON TO 
RfCblVE DISCOUNT 
I watched WWE for the first 
time with two of my floor- 
mates. I've taken a liking to 
Sheamus, John Cena and 
CM. Punk. 1'he story may be 
staged, but the beatdowns are 
not fake! 
The most important thing 
above all is that I've been 
exposed to a great commu- 
nity at 1120 Church. I love and 
respect the people there, and 
they get the mission of seeking 
the Lord Jesus Christ. 
Respond to Phillip at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
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Assistant coach helps gymnastics team flourish 
Chad Wiest excels in his first season with Falcons after being promoted to full-time position, helps set foundation for future 
By Djni.l Sierra 
Reportei 
Chad Wiest knows what it takes to 
excel in gymnastics. 
As a freshman at the University 
of Illinois in 2007, Wiest led an 
experienced lllini team on his best 
event — the floor exercise. 
Wiest's performances earned 
him a fifth-place national ranking 
at the end of his freshman season. 
When it came time to deliver at the 
NCAA Championships, the Butler, 
Pa., native over-performed, finish- 
ing in third place. 
Wiest fought through injuries 
the next two seasons to return 
to form in 2010, making regular 
appearances for the lllini on floor 
exercise, vault, parallel bars and 
high bar. 
In his final two seasons, Wiest 
reveled in success. As a junior, he 
set a school record, scoring a 16.1 
on floor exercise. He followed that 
upbywinningtheBigTcnfloortitle 
at the end of his senior year, in front 
of a home crowd in Champaign. 111. 
"My time at Illinois was great," 
Wiest said. "If I could live it over 
again I would. It was the best time 
of my life, being on a team with my 
brothers, pretty much." 
When Wiest ended his five-year 
run with the lllini in 2011, he, like 
so many college graduates, didn't 
know what would come next. 
His love and knowledge of gym- 
nastics led him toward coaching. 
But with only 19 collegiate men's 
gymnastics programs in the coun- 
try, the odds were slim that he 
could break into that arena without 
prior coaching experience. 
His focus shifted to women's 
teams, and Wiest searched for 
open positions. After months with 
no luck, BG gymnastics head coach 
Kerrie Beach gave Wiest the one 
thing he had been longing for — an 
opportunity. 
The position wasn't a dream job, 
by any means. It was a part-time 
Chad 
Wiest 
Assistant 
Gymnastics 
Coach 
assistant coaching gig, complete 
with a stipend that was just enough 
for Wiest to continue living like 
a college student. While it wasn't 
much, getting his foot in the door of 
collegiate coaching proved invalu- 
able. 
"Chad was a pleasant surprise," 
Beach said. "I didn't know much 
about him when he applied for the 
position. But just being willing to 
take on a part-time second assis- 
tant position to get some experi- 
ence opened my eyes. He thought 
it was worthwhile." 
And he was right. Wiest joined 
the staff as the second assistant in 
November, less than two months 
before the start of season. In 
January, after coaching two meets 
for the Falcons, Beach's primary 
assistant left the staff for personal 
reasons. Wiest's role changed in an 
instant. 
With  the  gymnastics  season 
SeeGYM|Page7 
On the field and under the lights 
Rugby player Mike Brown leads team with prior experience playing in South Africa 
By Max Homaholdar 
Reporter 
The BG Rugby Club has a history of bringing 
in high-end players from across the world with 
much experience. 
This past semester, it saw the likes of Alex 
Hopkirk, a British foreign exchange student 
who wanted to see how rugby was played in the 
states. 
It's not very often a United Sates rugby team 
has a player come along with the experience 
of playing in South Africa, a rugby enthu- 
siast nation that has won two of the last 
three rugby world cups. 
That is exactly what BG got in 
fall 2009 when current player Mike 
Brown joined the squad. 
Brown lived in the states until the 
ripe young age of 12, when he and 
his dad moved to South Africa. It was 
there that Brown became a real stu- 
dent of the game and learned how to 
play rugby the right way. 
"Not only playing in a nation that big 
into rugby benefited me, but I feel that by 
watching some of the top athletes in the 
game I was able to see the game differ- 
ently," Brown said. 
Coach Tony Mazzarella is always look- 
ing for ways to make his team better. 
When he met Brown on a preview day in 
2009 and heard about his playing days 
See RUGBY| Page) 
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Women's golf ties for ninth in Low Country Intercollegiate 
Patricia Holt led Falcons as low scorer in their latest tournament on Monday, posting 80, with overall total of 159 
By Clay Lasar 
Reporter 
The BG women's golf team fin- 
ished tied for ninth overall at the 
2012 Low Country Intercollegiate 
on Monday in Hilton Head, S.C. 
Patricia Holt was the low scor- 
er for the Falcons, posting an 
80 on Monday for a tournament 
total of 159 and a tie for 22nd 
place. She ended the event one 
stroke behind a group of four 
players tied for 18th at 158. 
Appalachian State won 
the two-day 36-hole tourna- 
ment with a score of 621. The 
Falcons finished at 646, tied 
with Brown University. 
"Our expectation was to finish 
in higher standing on the final 
day," coach Stephanie Young 
said. "However, I thought for our 
opening spring event the players 
Patricia 
Holt 
Posted an 80 
in tournament 
at Hilton Head 
had matured and improved from 
our winter preparations. I saw 
signs of progress collectively as 
well as individually. 
"I was very pleased to see 
two freshmen leading the way 
in scoring," she said. "It real- 
ly shows the versatility and 
increased depth that is on this 
year's squad." 
Shelby Wilson earned a tie for 
27th place with a score of 160. 
Team captain Amy Ruthenberg 
finished in the top half of the 
field with her score of 162. Bailey 
Arnold and Paula DiFrancesco 
each posted final scores of 167 to 
end the tournament in a tie for 
52nd place. 
"It was a tremendous oppor- 
tunity to compete at BGSU 
alum Heidi Wright's golf course 
(Moss Creek Golf Club), "Young 
said. "She is the director of golf 
at the 36-hole private facility. 
It is one of the most impressive 
facilities to which we've trav- 
eled and the golf course was in 
immaculate shape. BGSU has 
much to be proud of having 
her as an ambassador and a 
shining example of commit- 
ment and dedication to success 
at one of South Carolina's pre- 
mier golf clubs." 
The team returns to action 
April 6 at the EKU Lady Colonel 
Classic in Richmond, Ky. NATHAN ElEKOWCH I THE BG NEWS 
KELSEY BENSON takes a chip shot from the fairway onto the green to get another stroke doset. 
GYMNASTICS 
Falcons send record number of gymnasts to Regionals 
For the first time in school history, the gymnastks team is serxJingfou gymnasts to 
Regionals. The four individuals, Jamilah Ali, Megan Harrington, Gina Locigno and 
Danielle Wrshart will compete at Auburn University at 7 p.m. on April 7. Harrington 
and Locigno will compete in all-around, Ali wiH perform on beam, and Wishart on vault 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
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BYRON MACK 
ANDREA ARMEY BG sohbal! second baseman, swings at a strike and makes contact. Ainey started all 44 games this past year at second base and was ranked fourth in batting. 
Softball looks to top U of M 
in midweek matchup 
By The BG News Sports Staff 
The Falcon Softball team 
will head to Ann Arbor 
this Wednesday to play the 
University of Michigan. 
"Playing Michigan is 
always a challenge,'' head 
coach Shannon Salsbucg 
said." I hey always seem to 
be a top 25 team." 
Michigan comes into 
the game sitting atop the 
Big Ten with a 21-9 record. 
This game will be the 
Falcons' last game before 
they start MAC competi- 
tion, and a strong result 
against a strong oppo- 
nent could give the team 
a lot of momentum going 
forward. 
"The three aspects of 
the game are offense, 
defense   and   pitching," 
Salsburg said. "We need 
to do two of them every 
game to be successful." 
The Falcons have relied 
on their strong batting and 
pitching early this season. 
Infielder Katie Yoho 
leads the team with a .370 
batting average and fresh- 
man pitcher Paris Imhol/ 
leads the Falcons with a 
1.49 ERA. 
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LINDSAY KOCH, a BG gymnast coached by Weist. preforms her dismount. Wiest has assisted m all areas of the team, but specializes in floor and vault. 
GYM 
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already underway, there 
was no chance to secure 
another coach. Beach, Wiest 
and their 18 gymnasts were 
in it for the long haul. 
For Wiest, the extra 
responsibilities piled up. 
Overwhelmed, he relied on 
what he knew to get through 
the season. 
"It's the first coaching job 
that I've gotten, so 1 didn't 
really know what to expect," 
he said. "The things that 
came the most naturally 
to me were floor and vault. 
I was a good tumbler, so I 
know the techniques and 1 
knew 1 could use that to help 
improve my girls." 
Wiest's expertise paid 
off, as BG was ranked No. 
1 in the Mid-American 
Conference on floor for the 
early part of the season, 
soaring to as high as No. 20 
in the national standings. 
Vault and floor remained 
BG's highest scoring events 
throughout the season, and 
Wiest instilled in the team 
his competitive fire — still 
blazing from championship 
glory less than a year ago. 
"He's developed into this 
really, really great college 
coach.'' Beach said. T can't 
thank him enough for the 
level of support and the 
competitiveness he's put 
into our athletes, lie loves 
gymnastics and he brings 
that to our team, so it's been 
an excellent fit." 
Together, Beach and Wiest 
coached the Falcons to a 
marked improvement this 
year, raising the team's aver- 
age score from 190,865 at 
the end of 2011, to a I93.&3 to 
close out 2012. The Falcons 
also qualified four gym- 
nasts to the NCAA Regional 
Championships —- the most 
in program history. 
Beach has big plans for 
BO gymnastics next year, 
and Wiest will undoubtedly 
play a substantial role in the 
future of the program. Fvcn 
though his days as a gym- 
nast are through, Wiest con- 
tinues to overperform. 
"I love coaching and I love 
gymnastics and I wanted to 
be a part of the collegiate 
atmosphere," he said. "I 
think BG gymnastics has 
a bright future. We have a 
young team, so 1 think it's 
just going to go up from 
here." 
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The Falcons enter the 
game with a 15-9 record. 
"But more importantly 
than our record is that we 
have improved every sin- 
gle week." Salsburg said 
about the team's early sea- 
son play. 
The Falcons had played 
the Wolverines before 
last season, losing a close 
game by a score of 4-2. 
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in  South Africa,  he was 
intrigued. 
"Mike came to us on 
Presidents Day winter of 
2009, and |when| he told 
us about how he grew up 
playing in South Africa, 
both me and my dad's 
eyes lit up," Mazzarella 
said. "From there we look 
him out to dinner and he 
seemed very knowledge- 
afire* Shout rugby and that 
wasall we needed to heai." 
Brown plays the hooker 
position, which has devel- 
oped into really a fourth 
flanker position. Hookers 
have some size to them, yei 
still are athletic enough to 
move the ball from side to 
side. 
Mazzarella describes 
Brown as more of a 
"hybrid" type at this 
position because he has 
enough size to fill out the 
position and is still one of 
Ihe more athletic players 
on the team. 
Since Brown is used to 
playing on one of the big- 
gest rugby stages in the 
world, he is also used to 
the spotlight by now. It is 
because of this that Brown 
is one of the more humble 
players on the team and 
refuses to let his talents go 
to his head. 
"Mike is one of the more 
gifted players on the team, 
both athletically and 
scholastically," BG Rugby 
"Mike is one of the 
more gifted players 
on the team, both 
athletically and 
scholastically." 
Roger Mazzarella | Rugby Director 
Director Roger Mazzarella 
said. "He is what I would 
characterize as iu^t> at a 
silent  lender. a-goy»*whri 
rrrtrtv frail-   h\   efnfTTP 
and    most    of   the    guys 
respond well to his pres- 
ence." 
Brown was at his best in a 
Came against Indiana dur- 
ing Ihe fall season where 
he was directly involved 
in the Falcons getting the 
in 27 \ ictory. Both tony 
and Roger described him 
as being ill the tight place 
at the right time; on that 
day their descriptions held 
true when he stole a scrum 
late in the game against 
Indiana, which led to the 
game winning try. 
I hat was one of his most 
memorable moments from 
fall season, hut it won't 
be the last, as Brown and 
the rest of the Falcons will 
continue play Saturday 
under the lights at Doyt 
L. Perry stadium against 
Michigan. 
The Falcons have strug 
gled as ol late, going just 
1-3 in their first four, but 
hope to bounce back this 
weekend. 
Check us out online at 
BGNews.com/sports 
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Assistant coach helps gymnastics team flourish 
Chad Wiest excels in his first season with Falcons after being promoted to full-time position, helps set foundation for future 
By Daniel Sierre 
Repo'ter 
Chad Wiest knows vvhal il lakes in 
excel in gymnastics. 
As a freshman at the University 
Of Illinois in 2007. Wiest led an 
experienced lllini learn on his best 
event — the floor exercise. 
Wiest's performances earned 
him a fifth-place national tanking 
at the end of his freshman season. 
When il came time i<> deliver at the 
NCAA Championships, ihe Butler, 
Pa., native over-performed, finish- 
inn in third place. 
Wiest fought through injuries 
the next two seasons In return 
to form in 2010. making regular 
appearances for the lllini on floor 
exercise, vault, parallel bars and 
high bar. 
In his final two seasons, Wiest 
reveled in success. As a junior, he 
Bel B school record, scoring a lfi.l 
on floor exercise. He followed that 
up by winning the BigTen floor title 
at the end of his senior year, in front 
of a home crowd in t lhampaign, III. 
"My time at Illinois was great.' 
Wiest said. "If I could live it ovei 
again 1 would. It was the hest time 
of my life, being on a team with my 
brothers, pretty much." 
When Wiest ended his live-year 
run with the lllini in 2011. he, like 
so many college graduates, didn't 
know what would come next. 
His love and knowledge of gym- 
nastics led him toward coaching. 
But with only 19 collegiate men's 
gymnastics programs in the coun- 
try, the odds were slim that he 
could break into that arena without 
prior coaching experience. 
His focus shifted to women's 
teams, and Wiest searched for 
open positions. After months with 
no luck. B(! gymnastics head a >ach 
Kerrie Beach gave Wiest the one 
thing be had been longing for — an 
opportunity. 
The position wasn't a dream job. 
by any means. It was a part-time 
Chad 
Wiest 
Assistant 
Gymnastics 
Coach 
assistant coaching gig, complete 
with a stipend that was just enough 
for Wiest to continue living like 
a college student. While it wasn't 
niuch. getting his foot in the door of 
collegiate coaching proved invalu- 
able. 
"Chad was a pleasant surprise," 
Beach said. "1 didn't know much 
about him when he applied for the 
position. But just being willing to 
take on a part-time second assis- 
tant position to get some experi- 
ence opened my eyes. He thought 
it was worthwhile." 
And he was right. Wiest joined 
the staff as the second assistant in 
November, less than two months 
before the start of season. In 
January, after coaching two meets 
for the Falcons, Beach's primary 
assistant left the staff for personal 
reasons. Wiest's role changed in an 
instant. 
With   the  gymnastics  season 
GYM 
On the field and under the lights 
Rugby player Mike Brown leads team with prior experience playing in South Africa 
By Max Householder 
Reporter 
The BG Rugby Club has a history of bringing 
in high-end players from across the world with 
much experience. 
This past semester, it saw the likes of Alex 
llopkirk,  a British foreign exchange student 
who wanted to see how rugby was played in the 
tates. 
It's not very often a United Sates rugby team 
has a player come along with the experience 
of playing in South Africa, a rugby enthu- 
siast nation that has won two of the last 
three rugby world cups. 
That is exactly what BG got in 
fall 2009 when current player Mike 
Brown joined the squad. 
Brown lived in the states until the 
ripe young age of 12, when he and 
his dad moved to South Africa. It was 
there that Brown became a real stu- 
dent of the game and learned how to 
play rugby the right way. 
"Not only playing in a nation that big 
into rugby benefited me, but I feel that by 
watching some of the top athletes in the 
game I was able to see the game differ- 
ently," Brown said. 
Coach Tony Mazzarella is always look- 
ing for ways to make his team better. 
When he met Brown on a preview day in 
2009 and heard about his playing days 
See RUGBY | Page 8 
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Women's golf ties for ninth in Low Country Interco 
Patricia Holt led Falcons as low scorer in their latest tournament on Monday, posting 80, with overall total of 159 
By Clay Laser 
Reporter 
Ihe BG women's golf team fin- 
ished tied for ninth overall at the 
2012 Low Country Intercollegiate 
on Monday in Hilton Head, S.C. 
Patricia Holt was the low scor- 
er for the Falcons, posting an 
80 on Monday for a tournament 
total of 159 and a tie for 22nd 
place. She ended the event one 
stroke behind a group of four 
players lied for 18th at 158. 
Appalachian State won 
the two-day 36-hole tourna- 
ment with a score of 621. The 
Falcons finished at 646. tied 
with Brown University. 
"Our expectation was to finish 
in higher standing on the final 
day." coach Stephanie Young 
said. "However, 1 thought for our 
opening spring event the players 
Patricia 
Holt 
Posted an 80 
in tournament 
at Hilton Head 
had matured and improved from 
our winter preparations. I saw 
signs of progress collectively as 
well as individually. 
"I was very pleased to see 
iwo freshmen leading the way 
in scoring," she said. "It real- 
ly shows the versatility and 
increased depth that is on this 
year's squad." 
Shelby Wilson earned a tie for 
27(h place with a score of 160. 
Team captain Amy Ruthenberg 
finished in Ihe top half of the 
field with her score of 162. Bailey 
Arnold and Paula Dil'rancesco 
each posted final scores of 167 to 
end the tournament in a tie for 
fi2nd place. 
"Il was a tremendous oppor- 
tunity to compete at BGSU 
alum Heidi Wright's golf course 
(Moss Creek Golf Club)," Young 
said. "She is the director of golf 
at the 36-hole private facility. 
It is one of the most impressive 
facilities to which we've trav- 
eled and the golf course was in 
immaculate shape. BGSU has 
much to be proud of having 
her as an ambassador and a 
shining example of commit- 
ment and dedication to success 
at one of South Carolina's pre- 
mier golf clubs." 
The team returns lo action 
April 6 at the EKU Lady Colonel 
Classic in Richmond, Ky. NATHAN EIEK0NICH I THEM NEWS 
KELSEY BENSON labs a chip shot Irom the fairway onto the green to gel another stroke closer. 
GYMNASTICS 
Falcons send record number of gymnasts to Regionals 
For the first time in school history, the gymnastics team is sending four gymnasts to 
Regionals. The four individuals, Jamilah Ali, Megan Harrington, Gina Locigno and 
Danielle Wishart will compete at Auburn University at 7 p.m. on April 7. Harrington 
and Locigno will compete in all-around, Ali will perform on beam, and Wishart on vault 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
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ANDREA ARNEY BG soflball second baseman, swings at a strike and makes contact Arney stated all 44 games this past >ear at second base and was unit: butt 
Softball looks to top U of M 
in midweek matchup 
The Falcon Softball team 
will head to Ann Arbor 
this Wednesday to playthe 
Univei sity ol Michigan, 
"Playing   Michigan   is 
always a challenge," head 
h Shannon Salsburg 
said." I hej alvi ays seem to 
be .1 top 2.' team." 
Michigan comes into 
.inn' sitting atop tin' 
Bin re" w'th ■' 21-9 record. 
rhis game will be the 
I tilt cms' last game before 
they stni i \i.\c competi- 
tion! and a strung result 
against a strong oppo- 
nent could give the team 
a lot nl momentum going 
forward. 
"The three aspects of 
the Kami' are offense, 
defense  and   pitching," 
Salsburg said. "Wi need 
in tin two ol them evei \ 
game to be sun essful.' 
rite Falcons have relied 
mi their strong batting and 
piti hing earl) this season. 
Infielder Katie Yoho 
leads the team with a .:i7(i 
batting average and fresh- 
man pitcher Paris Imholz 
loads the Falcons with a 
1.49 ERA. 
I lir Falcons entei the 
game with .1 15-9 record. 
Hut more importantly 
than our record is that we 
have improved evei j sin 
gle week," Salsburg said 
about tlir team's earlj sea 
son play. 
I hi' I alums had played 
the Wolverines before 
last season, losing .1 1 lose 
name by a score nl 1 2 
 i" 1 ••■" 
••I   K   '..' 
. ««_.-.«ui.at, 
LAUREN POFF 
LINDSAY KOCH. 1 i.iachedbyWeisl.ptetcumsherdisinoiiiit Wiest has assisted in ail aieas of the tea'n. but specializes in floor and vault 
GYM 
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already underway, there 
v\.is IKI 1 hance to secure 
another coach, Heath. Wiest 
ami theii 111 gymnasts were 
in it foi the long haul. 
I HI Wiest, the extra 
responsibilities piled up. 
Overwhelmed, he relied on 
what heknevt to gel through 
the season. 
"It's the liist coaching job 
th,11 1 ve s:< iien MI 1 didn't 
really know what to expect," 
he said. "The things that 
came  the  must  naturally 
tn me were iltinr anil vault. 
I was a good tumbler, so I 
know the techniques and I 
knew I could use thai to help 
improve my girls.' 
Wiest's expel Use paid 
nil, as Hi; was ranked No. 
I in the Mid American 
Conference on floor lor the 
earl] pan of the season. 
Soaring to its high as No. 20 
in the national standings. 
Vault and floor remained 
IHi's highest scoring events 
throughout the season, and 
Wiest instilled in the team 
his competitive lire - still 
blazing from championship 
glory less than a year ago 
"lie's developed into this 
really, really great college 
coach." Beach said. "I can't 
thank him enough for the 
level of support and the 
competitiveness   he's  put 
into our athletes, lie loves 
gymnastics and he brings 
that to our team, suit's been 
an excellent fit." 
rogether, Beach and Wiest 
coached the falcons to a 
marked improvement this 
year, raising the team's aver- 
age score from 190.865 at 
the end of 2011, toa 193.63 to 
close nut 2012. I he Falcons 
also qualified lour gym 
nasts to tlie NCAA Regional 
( hampionships the most 
in program history. 
Beach has big plans for 
BG gymnastics next yeai 
and Wiest will undoubtedly 
play a substantial role in the 
future of the program. I sen 
though his class as a gym 
nast are through, Wiest con 
linues in 1 n ei pei foi in 
"I love coaching and I love 
gymnastic s anil I wanted In 
he a pan nl the collegiate 
atmosphere,'' he said. I 
think BG gymnastics has 
a hright future. We have a 
young team, so I think it's 
just  going tn go up  from 
here." 
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in  Si.111I1 Aim 1.  he 
inn igued. 
Mike came tn us on 
Presidents Hay wintei 1,1 
2009, and when, he mid 
us about how he grew up 
playing   in  Smith   Afl 
hoth    me   and   my   d 
eyes lit up," Mazzarella 
-aid. "1 rom there we took 
him nut tn clinnei ami he 
ied very knowledge 
ahle about rttghv and that 
ill We needed In heal.'' 
Brown plays the hu 
position, which has dt 
oped into really a fourth 
flanker position, Hookers 
have some size in them yi 1 
still ate athletic enough 10 
mine the hall from side In 
side 
Mazzarella des< ribes 
Brown   as   more    of   a 
"hybrid" type at this 
position because he has 
enough size to fill mil the 
position and is siill one el 
the more athletic playei i 
on the team 
since Brown is used to 
playing on one of the big- 
gest rughy stages in the 
world, he is also used to 
the spotlight In mm. It is 
because of this thai Brow 11 
is nne nl the more humble 
players mi the team and 
refuses to let his talents go 
to his head 
Mike is nne ni the more 
gifted players on the tt 
bnili    athletically    and 
scholastically," l«i Rugby 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
f.'V more Sudofcu aim win prizes at- 
PRIz SUDOKU 
-J 
"Mike is one of the 
more gifted players 
on the team, both 
athletically and 
scholastically." 
Roger Mazzarella | Rugby Director 
•aid. "lie i 
character!,     1 
silent leadi 1    ■ ,'uv n 
rr-nlb Wtflpic 
anil    most    ol    the 
respond uel! in his pie- 
Brow n u.i- ,11 in- best 111.1 
mi: ll 
he was direct!)  int   I 
in ihe Falcons gt 
.   victory.  Both   . 
and  Kore- 
as being in the i . 
,n the right lim 
da) theii di 
Hue 
late  in  thi 
Indiana, whit ll led li 
game u mini 
I   11,11    W. IS   Mil. 
memorable moments I 
fall   season,   hut   it 
be the lasi  as Brow 1 
the rest ol the I ale ens w ill 
continue   pla, 
under the light- .11  Doyt 
I. Pet i\ stadium against 
Michigan 
i he I all nils |> 
gled as ol late, going just 
1-3 in their first foui 
hope in bounce back this 
weekend 
Check us out online at 
BGNews.com/sports 
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SHIRT 
From Page 1 
of support ... and if there is a 
website online it can make 
their life a lot better and raise 
more money." 
An application is avail- 
able on the business' website, 
NiceShirt.org, where anyone 
can submit a cause or orga- 
nization in need of additional 
funding, Rogers said. This 
helps the company reach 
out to the cause and become 
aware of it in order to create 
newly designed apparel. 
A team of designers from 
across the country is working 
with the company on a proj- 
ect basis to create different 
T-shirts or hoodies for each 
cause, he said. 
"Each campaign we do 
typically runs between one 
to three weeks," Rogers said. 
"After that we have a new cam- 
paign with different apparel 
for a different cause." 
NiceShirt has campaigned 
for the Chardon I Iigh School 
shooting and worked with the 
University's chapter of Alpha 
Xi Delta sorority to launch a 
The BG News 
Clj»rn»d Ads • 419-572-6977 
fbl V \t™ MTJ itol Irwwinnly jrrepr 
xhvnurmtms thai discnmlnaie. or t ncour- 
aRr c!iu nmmallon agjinsl any indiudual or 
group on the basis ojratp. m. color, creed, 
religion national origin, setua! orientation. 
disability, status as a vereran. or on the basis 
ot rnv other !ct[aih |trot(vred stains 
Services Offered 
Bartending Workshop at BGSU! 
Great skill lor summer jobs! 
Call 567-220-6132 lor more into 
info@bartendingbuddy com 
Want to start a career in a busi- 
ness that makes people lit and 
healthy? A business that is fun 
and can make you actually rich? 
One that costs you $495 one time 
and will last a life time? 
And is not a pyramid! 
Call Ashley at 419-490-5201. 
Help Wanted 
Bartending Workshop at BGSU 
Great skill for summer jobs! 
Hands on Training, Bar Tools, 
Certification, TIPS, Resume Help 
Seats are limited, Sign up now 
567-220-6132 
infg:^Bflrtendirjcibuflfly.carp 
Oild care needed in our 
non-smoking Perrysburg home. 
Flex schedule, reliable transp & 
ref required. Must like pets 
bethwestslamps@yahoo.com 
Days Inn now hiring lor 
FT maintenance, exp teq. 
No calls, apply in person at 
1740 E Wooster St. ask for Kelly 
GREAT SUMMER JOB! 
Need 4-6 people, male or female 
(18 yrs ♦) for housekeeping and 
various duties for vacation home 
rentals on Middle Bass Island.OH. 
On site housing available at 
reasonable cost Hours vary, 
$10mr as independent contractor 
to clean condomtnums & cabins. 
between rentals, bath house 
daily. & condominium common 
areas, such as outside entrance, 
elevator and walkways, under 
supervision of on site manager. 
Approx. June 6 - Aug 16, 2012. 
Respond via email: 
mbirents@gmail.com 
or call 216-244-2057 
Hiring wail staff and kitchen help, 
must be able to work in summer, 
Flex hours. Apply in person at: 
Bai Du Restaurant in Perrysburg. 
Call 419-874-7079 lor directions 
new shin campaign released 
Wednesday to help support 
the families affected by the 
March 2 car crash on Interstate 
75,Cullensaid. 
"We want to use our tools 
in order to raise support and 
awareness for them," he said. 
The company has also 
worked with nonprofit organi- 
zations, including Stop I lunger 
Now, which is an international 
hunger relief organization that 
distributes food and other life- 
saving aid around the world 
Rogers said. 
"If there'satsunami or some- 
thing similar they come in and 
bring meals to help everyone 
keep going," he said. "We did a 
week long campaign for them 
and raised 1,800 meals." 
The company has also 
worked with Operation Ward 
57, a nonprofit organization 
supporting wounded soldiers 
and their family members, as 
well as those that aid in their 
recovery, Rogers said, 
"We did a T-shirt that said: 
'For the wounded the fight 
never ends," he said. "The 
feedback we received was 
unbelievable. People affected 
were so excited for the chance 
Help Wanted 
Kidzwatch - both centers now 
hiring FT & PT care givers to- 
days, eves. & weekends. Email 
resume to: inlo®kidzwatch net 
Mr Eds/Commodore Resorts 
Open Interview, Put-In-Bay, OH 
Sunday. April 1 st at Commodore 
Perry. Port Clinton, 10am-5 pm 
Assistant Manager, kitchen 
cooks, servers, security, house- 
keepers, front desk needed. 
Call 419-285-3101 for more info. 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI 
SAVE MONEYI 
Maine camp needs fun loving 
counselors to teach all land, 
adventure. & water sports. 
Call 888-844-8080 or 
apply at campcedar.com 
Spanish tutor needed lor 1st 
grade student in our Perrysburg 
home Looking for dynamic and 
fun tutor for our active learner. 
Early childhood education pre- 
ferred, reliable transportation req. 
bethwest8lamps@yahoo.com 
SUMMER Work For STUDENTS! 
Want people willing to learn to 
work on wood lloors Including 
gym lloors Starts when school is 
out for summer to middle of Aug. 
Work consists of operating equip- 
ment, Including floor buffers and 
floor sanding machines Also 
measuring, laying out & palming 
game lines, art work & applying 
gym door finish. We thoroughly 
train you in all phases of work. 
Job pays S8/hr w/ approx 40-50 
hrs per week. flex, hours. Must be 
punctual, reliable and willing to 
accept responsibility. 
Contact Joe Koch at 
419-340-6270 or fax resume to 
419-841-3910. 
TELEMARKETERS NEEOED 
"HIRING IMMEDIATELY" 
S8/HR-NO SELLING REQUIRED 
Mon-Fri 5-9PM, Sal 9-2PM 
Good Communication 
Skills Needed 
Call Kris ©874-1945 or 
Apply at TruGreenToledo com 
Uraku Japanese Restaurant now 
hiring servers, call 419-352-7070. 
www.urakusushi.com 
For Sale 
to wear that for their family or 
community member." 
Junior AJecia Hitchman, a 
regular NiceShirt customer, 
said the company is effec- 
tive because it allows people 
to feel connected through 
their website and social 
media networks. 
"The idea of having limited 
edition apparel sold between 
Monday and Sunday adds a 
sense of urgency and aware- 
ness to that cause," she said. "If 
I know that a particular T-shirt 
will not be available anymore 
after a specific time, I would go 
ahead and buy it." 
NiceShirt's ultimate goal 
is to become an automated 
online fundraising platform in 
order to allow those from vari- 
ous countries to create a fund- 
raising campaign, Rogers said. 
"It takes quite a bit of an 
investment to have a website 
that can do this automated ... 
but that's where we are head- 
ed." he said. 
WANT TO BUY A 
NICESHIRT?' 
Visit NiceShirt.org. 
fl-.V T.Bf'O ir-t3C 
For Rent 
Lovely, updated 3BR home, 
1 bath, hardwd floors, new roof, 
1 car attch garage. W Reed St. 
$112.500, call 513-312-3586 
"houses S apts almost full 12-13, 
321 E. Merry, 5/6 BR, 6 allowed 
Also very close apts. rms & efflc. 
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Free Heat 8 Water! 
Large Patio! Pet Friendly' 
(419)353-7715 
www.varsitysquareapts. com 
1BR apts. near campus, 
Avail Fall 2012, $475/mo, utils Incl 
Call 419-352-5882 
2 & 3 BR apts & townhouses. 
Scott Hamilton, 41h & 5th Sis. 
Leases for May S August. 
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE! 
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456 
www.rulterdudleyrentals com 
20112-13 S.Y. Leases: 
3BR house, W/D, central air. 
dishwasher, S700/mo. 
Avail May 15.2012. 
2 upper apts in house w/ shared 
bath, $275/mo & $3507mo. 
Call 419-601-3225 for more into! 
227 N. Prospect triplex, pets OK, 
between downtown and campus, 
1 BR - $400/mo, 2BR - $650/mo, 
5BR - Si 200/mo, avail July 2012. 
Call 419-308-2676. 
www.bgtoledorent.com 
2BR apts, W/D, dose to 
campus & downtown, very nice! 
Available in August, $6107mo. 
121 E Court St, 419-352-0300 
2BR house ■ nice! Near campus, 
Avail Fall, $750/mo 
Call 419-352-5882 
3 BR house for rent, Includes 
W/D, very close to campus, 
avail now! Call 419-731-3800. 
3 BR house w/ bonus room. 
avail June! S1200/mo + utils. 
Call 419-654-5716. 
3 BR house.unfurn.139 S College 
$900/mo. inclds. gas, dep req. 
Avail 8/15/12. year lease 
Call 419-601-3108. 
3BR apt, near campus/downtown. 
Avail Fall, S800/mo, utils. incl. 
Call 419-352-5882 
3BR house, 2 fulls baths, all appl 
incl, pet friendly, $900/mo +utils, 
326 Leroy, avail July 2012. 
Call 419-308-2676. 
www bgtoledorent.com 
4BR houses. 2 car garage. 
W/D, AC, 1yr lease, 
avail May or Aug, $1200/mo. 
949 Scott Hamilton, 138 Williams 
Call or text 419-654-9512. 
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ACROSS 
1 VMI program 
2 Victim in Genesis 
3 Taboo 
4 Settles a score 
5 Apply, as a brake 
6 Comedian _ the Entertainer 
7 Golden Fleece vessel 
8 "Jurassic Parts' menace. 
briefly 
9 Dins 
10 Tissue abnormality 
11 Houston-to-Tampa 
direction 
12 Glenn of The Eagles 
13 Explosive letters 
21 Stylish vigor 
22 Mosque officials 
25 Anouk of 'La Dolce 
Vita" 
26 Sturm und _ 
27 Halloween vandal, 
perhaps 
28 Teeny 
29 "The Empire Strikes 
Back' director 
Kershner 
30 Reunion attendee 
31 Departed 
1 Summoned, with "for" 
5 Skedaddle 
9 Travolta facial feature 
14 Symphony member 
15 Okla. from 1890 to 1907 
16 Pick up 
17 Carnival sight 
18 Slight advantage 
19 Plus 
20 Redundant position? 
23 "The Time Machine' people 
24 Low in a lea 
25 Redundant alert? 
32 Traffic stopper 
33 Beauties 
34 South American vacation spot 
35 IRS employee 
36 Pay 
38 Pizzeria fixture 
39 Poetic time of day 
40 View from Toledo 
41 Sitcom set at Mel's Diner 
42 Redundant habit? 
46 Nothing but    : perfect hoops 
shot 
47 Kiss and cuddle, British-style 
48 Redundant guesses? 
55 Trunks 
56 Prefix with stat 
57 All-night party 
58 Oscar night VIP 
59 Delective Peter ol old TV 
60 Canadian tribe 
61 Hamlet in 'Hamlet' and others 
62 Auto pioneer 
63 Dnven drove 
32 Silver fineness meas. 
36 Ire 
37 _ Jordan: Nike brand 
38 Member of a small 
ruling class 
40 Poetic laments 
41 Speck 
43 New 
44 Belgian seaport 
45 Marriages 
48 1960 Olympics city 
49 Sea predator 
50 Consequently 
51 Rabbi's house of wor- 
ship 
52 Container weight 
53 Penultimate fairy tale 
word 
54 Future flower 
55 Address bk. entry 
ANSWERS 
lamina 
tentoffJHEHKT 
TanningCanterBG.com 
THE WASH HOUSE 
248 N. Main 419-354-1659 
16 beds, 2 booths • Mystic Tan 
No appointment needed 
-353-3588 
10 beds, 1 booth*noappt.needed 
SOUTHSIDE 
LAUNDROMAT 
993 S. Main I 419-353-8826 
S beds, 2 booths ■ appt. available 
fluo Customers 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
5BR, 5 person house, all ameni- 
ties, close to campus. $1150/mo 
Avail Aug 2012 - year lease. 
Call 354-2731 or 352-1584 
Avail Aug 2012, close to campus, 
2BR house, $750/mo + utils, 
3BR apt, $550/mo ♦ utils, 
2BR apt, S325/mo ♦ utils. 
Call 419-308-2458 for more info. 
BGApls -818 8 822 2nd St. 
2BR apts available May/August. 
S490-$500/mo +utils, 12 mo lease 
www.BGApartments.com 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917 
Effic apt, half block from BGSU, 
$300/mo Includes electric & gas. 
Dep. req, avail Aug 15, yr lease. 
Call 419-601-3108 
HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT 
Now leasing for 2012-2013 s.y. 
1 & 2 BR apts, S375-S650/mo. 
Call 419-3546036 for more Info! 
Large 4 BR house. 149 Prospect, 
W/D hook up, close to campus, 
avail. Aug 1st, $1100/mo *utils 
Call 419-353-1556. 
May -12 month leases 
230 N. Enterprise -1br - S375/mo 
605 Filth St - 2br - $390/mo. 
845 Third St - 3br - $870/mo. 
www.BGApartments.com 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917 
Must see! 4BR. 2 bth apt /3BR. 
1 bth apt.newer carpet, small pets 
ok. Call 216-337-6010. 
One subleaser needed for 
3BR house, 124 South College, 
May 15 Aug 23rd, $383/mo+ utils. 
Call Sarah at 419-575-2779 or 
email: sara.hes@bgs.u9du 
Shamrock Storage 
Many sizes. Near BGSU. 
Uhaul available. 
ShamrockBG.com, 419-354-0070 
Shamrock Studios 
Summer, semester & yearly 
leases, starting at $425, includes 
all util, cable, fully furnished, WIFI. 
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or 
ShamrockBG.com 
Special Notices 
Bartending, up to $300/day 
No exp. needed, training crse 
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174 
Something different every night at 
Grumpy Dave's Pub! 
Mondays - play EUCHRE 
Tuesday-Professional Comedians 
Wednesdays - Hump Day Revue 
Thursdays - Open Mic 
Fridays - Happy Hours 4-9pm 
Bands at 10pm 
Saturdays - KARAOKE all night! 
wwwgrumpydavespub.com 
%$0® foatftf 
** 
202 Merry 
131 Church 
832 Third 
606 Fifth 
921 Fourth 
419-308-24546 
Preferred 
Properties Co. 
SPRING 
Signing Special 
Bring in this ad and receive 
$10 off monthly rental rate on a 
new 1 year or 9 month lease! 
■if signed by April 17th 
Other Locations 
Fox Run Apu 
Piedmont Apu. 
Birchwood (small pet allowed) 
1 Bedroom & Efficiency. House* 
' All MfMl term. 
•■d (oaeHioai a»l< 
NOW RENTING   CONTACT: OFFICE HOURS: 
2012-2013 419-352-9378 Mon-Fri: 8-4 30 
School Year preferredproperliesco.com   530 S. Maple St 
     mm 
Shamrock Village 
Concfomiithis • Storage • Studios 
Wsfih 
Starting at W2S/moMh «Sovs, frtajs, f 
Summer, semester, or year leasts • includes cable, { 
Laundry fac»tei. Outdoor pool use 
Free High Speed Wireless • FuUy furnished 
Catsaiiowd'Mopeitu 
Coaches check out 
ums and Townhomes 
Four great floor plans < _ 
Washer and dryer hook up •JaanH tub Insonwurtfs  ; 
Pet FrknirJIy • Ds^OB»ii«om« units   ' 
1 or 2 Bedroom • Fireplace Central air, Lawn! 
■jasjjJJJi l ^ 
For more Info visit 
SHAMROCKBG.COM 
or email: 
info*' shamrockbg.com 
1724 E. WOOSTER   419-354-0070 
Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.)— 
' 
-With help from John Q Ontcebook! 
Newlove Real Estate, 
I found the perfect 
place. It had everything 
I needed and it fit my 
budget too." 
II II i1 nm 
Quality Service 
Quality Housing 
Successfully Serving 
BGSU Students Since 1978. 
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY 
II I     I 
i i - 
319 E. Woostei Street     I ocnted across from Taro Bell 
Houis    Monday to Fritlav    8 30 to 5 30 , Saturday    8:30 i" 5 00 
419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
